
Local Listings 
and  

Search Optimization 

Location. Location. Location. 

TERMINOLOGY: 

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 
Configuring online information to  
prominently display in search results. 

Local Listings 
Geographical data, links, maps, and 
related output from online directories.  

When users conduct a search query, 
search engines detect the IP address 
and display results for that location. 

NAP
Name, address and phone number data 
displayed in search results. 

Google Places - Google is the epicenter 
for local information. Search is compiled 
from different sources, and a business  
can control information through Google 
Places. 

Bing and Yahoo Local – Similar to Google 
Places, both Bing and Yahoo provide 
business portals for listing local company 
information. 
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Why Local Listings? 

 

How Do Local Listings Affect Optimization? 

● Accurate entries help search engines locate
your business.

● Consistent, uniform NAP increases visibility.

● Local listings validate your community
connection.

● Verified entries boost your search rankings.

● Local profiles promote the ability to attract
and engage new customers.

1. Claim your listing on Google, Bing, Yahoo
and other local search engines.

2. Validate and update incorrect information.
3. Get the verification code to validate your entry.

 

 

Claim Your Listings 
On These Websites: 

Bing 
Foursquare 
Getlisted 
Google 
MapQuest 
Superpages 
Yahoo 
Yelp 
Yellowbook 

Local Directory Placement Is 
An Important Part Of SEO. 



Google 

Google Places 

Provides a free listing that displays address data,  
website URL, images and related information.   

It provides increased visibility for businesses 
and promotes search optimization. 

● Name, address and phone number (NAP) should be accurate 
and consistent with the actual business name.

● If you have not created and verified your business listing, Google will 
display “unverified” information it finds in search results.

● Google verifies the listing by sending a postcard with a PIN to  
the business mailing address, or to the business telephone.  The  
listing is not verified until the pin number is added to the listing.

● Google requires a geographical mailing address. 

google.com/business/placesforbusiness 



Bing 

Bing Business Places 

Google has more than 60% of the search market share, 
but Bing is gaining more users through its targeted  

goal for a younger user demographic. 

● Bing integrates with Facebook and Apple, and is the default
search engine for Xbox.

● Bing collaborates with Nokia’s Prime Places, and you should claim
your listing on both sites to validate and optimize your data for
Bing search output.

● All Yahoo searches are powered by Bing.

●  Bing also verifies your data via PIN sent to your address,
or by telephone.

● It offers special search pages such as Bing Travel and Bing Translator.

bingplaces.com     primeplaces.here.com 



Yahoo 

Yahoo Local Listings 

Yahoo searches are powered by Bing, 
and local listings are added on the Yahoo website. 

Yahoo Services 

● Verification PINs are send via text message, phone or mail.

● Yahoo provides both free and fee-based options that include
additional photo uploads and detailed business descriptions.

● Adding both Yahoo and Bing listings help build Bing search output.

smallbusiness.yahoo.com/local-listings  



Other Directories 

Yellowbook 
Yellowbook is an online local directory, 
with free listings and paid advertising. 

The verification process to claim a 
business includes a telephone call to 
the business number, or adding the 
paid advertising account number.  

Listings are categorized and include 
MapQuest directions. 

The site includes mobile apps for 
download, coupons, and top rated 
lists.

Yelp 
Yelp’s automated system reviews, 
filters and posts user-generated 

comments about local businesses. 

The site also contains event notices 
and reminders, special offers, and 
posts can be imported from 
Facebook. 

• Yelp is a valuable tool as it
provides consumer feedback on
goods and services.

It invites visitors to rate businesses 
and screens those ratings for false 
and fraudulent posts, preventing 
businesses from posting their own 
positive reviews. 

Yelp offers advertising and maintains 
posts containing both negative and 
positive reviews. 

yelp.com  yellowbook.com



Other Directories 

Superpages 
An online directory for information 

on local businesses. 

The Superpages Mobile App  

• Users can locate and call
businesses with a single tap.

• They can use voice searches to
locate businesses.

• Superpages includes Foursquare,
Facebook and Twitter integration
for sharing.

• Users can view local movie
trailers and show times.

Foursquare 
Foursquare is a mobile app that 

identifies users by their location. 

They can check-in at physical places 
they visit, and add comments 

and recommendations. 

Businesses claim and verify their 
listing via PIN, telephone and mail 
on the Foursquare website. 

• Owners can send updates with
announcements, coupons and
promotional deals to users who
checked in.

• With the Foursquare business
app, business owners can
engage potential customers,
send specials and view analytics.

business.foursquare.com/listing  superpages.com  



Other Directories 

Getlisted.org 
Getlisted helps business owners  

claim and manage business listings at 
Google+ Local, Bing Local, Yelp, and 

other prominent local search engines. 

• Provides a snapshot of local
visibility.

• Works for addresses in the
United States. United Kingdom
users can use uk.getlisted.org.

MapQuest 
MapQuest is a large digital  

mapping directory owned by AOL. 

• Provides maps, directions and
details for local listings.

• MapQuest Mobile offers voice
navigation.

• Offers neighborhood specific
rankings for business services.

Paid Business Listings 
MapQuest partners with Yext and 
offers paid subscription services 
for local listings. 

mapquest.com    getlisted.org 




